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1 
This invention relates to a musical instrument 

apparatus and has for One object to prowide a, 
device upon which the separated bellows and the 
keyboard Sections of an accordion may be mount 
ed Sothat the instrument can be supported by the 
device in Suitable position for playing. 
Another object is to prowide a cabinet Or device 

adapted to receive a musical instrumént for 
playing. 
Another. object is to prowide means for Sup 

porting the Separated. bellows and keyboard Sec 
tions of an accordion so that it may be played 
without the mecessity of the operator's Wearing or 
carrying it. * 

Other objects Will appear from time to time 
through Out the Specification and Clairns. 
This invention. is illustrated more ci: less dia 

grammatically in the accompanying drawings, 
Wherein.: 
Figure 1 is a Sectional view taken through the 

keyboard Section of an accordion and through a 
device for Supporting it; 

Figure 2 is a perSpective View Of the device 
shown in Figure 1, looking toward the position 
Occupied by the player; 

Figure 3 is a perspective View of the device, 
looking in a direction generally opposite from that 
Of Figure 2, and Showing the device alone with 
Out the accordiOn. 
Figure.4 is a Sectional detail on an enlarged : 

Scale taken at line 4–4 of Figure 1; 
Figure 5 is a longitudinal Sectional detail taken 

on an enlarged Scale at line 5–5 of Figure 4; and 
Figure 6 is a detail of parts shown in Figure 5, 

looking in the direction of the arrow A. 
Like - parts are indicated by like characters 

throughout the specification and the drawings. 
In the particular form shown, the device com 

prises an accordion-carrying member Supported 
on legs i, which may be joined by cross members 
2 : and a longitudinal member 3. A. foot rest 4 
may be positioned on the device, if desired. 
Since the device is arranged to permit playing 

with the operator in a Seated position, it is con 
Wenient to Secure a chair or bench to the device 
Sothat relative movement of the twois impossible. 
There isthus shown a chair 5 having a leg Orlegs 
6, which may be joined by a cross membe" i. 
This cross member, as shown, is removably Se 
cured to one or both of the cross members 2 by a 
bolt orboltS 8 having thumb nutS 9. 
AS shown particularly in Figure 3, the device 

haS a partially Open bottom, and it is formed of 
frame-like memberswhich include'a front longi 
tudinal member i 0, an intermediate longitudinal 
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member i , a Small extended longitudinal mem 
ber 2 and end frame parts i 3. Spacing Oi" po 
sitioning members i 4, i 4 may be positioned as 
shown particularly in Figure 3. 
AbOWe the member i 2 is positioned an inclined 

enc?OSing member i 5 which formS the bottom Of 
a more Or less box-like member having sides 6 
and i and endS i 3 and i 9. AS Shown in FigureS 
1 and 3, the end i 9 has an opening Or passage 20 
foined through it. The device may be enclosed 
by a curved member 2 i and by ends 22. 
An air chamber is positioned at One Side of the 

device, as shown particularly in Figures 1, 2 and 
3. It is indicated generally by the numeral 23 
and may be of any desirable Shape. It is formed 
to provide an air passage or conduit portion 24 
Within it. This paSSage is in Communication 
With the Opening 20 in the end member 9. 
A more or less tubular passage forming mem 

ber"25iS Secured to the air Chamber 23 and is in 
communication with it, as shown particularly in 
Figures 4 and 5. The inner wall or face of the 
air chamber 23 may be perforated to permit pas 
sage therethrough of a fastening member 23. In 
this case the member comprises a bolt which is 
threaded to receive a mut 27. A member 28 may 
be positioned on the adjacent face of the mern 
ber 23 to provide a lewel surface of contact for 
the hut 27. Engaging members or hooks 29 and 
29a may be movably mounted on the member | 
to receive and latch an accordion in place, as will 
be deSCFibed below. 
The member i 9 may alSO be perfOrated to re 

ceive pins or attaching means 30 when the ac 
cordion is in place. 
Secured to the member 25 is a plate-like mem 

ber 3 which may have an upturned flange 32 
about its edge. On its inner Surface the plate 3 
is provided with a bolt-supporting member 33 
which is held in place by screws 34, or otherwise. 
iThe member 33 is cut away, as at: 35, to permit 
the passage of air and Serves, as shown particu 
larly in Figures 5 and 6, to receive the bolt or 
screw 2; which is removably held in place by muts 
35. By means of this construction, the plate 3: 
is held in place upon the air chamber 23. As 
shown, the plate 3 is perforated, as at: 3, and 
this perforation is in register with the member 
25. If desired, there may be positioned about the 
perforation or opening 3, a member 33 and 8 
gasket, 39 which is in COntact With One end of the 
member 25. 
The structure thus far described comprises 8, 

meansfor Supporting an accordion in Suitable po 
sition Sid that it may be played by a player or” 
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operator in a seated position without the meceS 
sity of supporting any of the weight of the ac 
COrdiOh. |- 

In general, an accordion comprises two main 
parts-a bellows section and a keyboard Section. 
When the present invention is in use, a standard 
accordion that is, one having keyboard and bel 
lows sections arranged for separation in a Con 
ventional manner such as shown in U.S. patent 
issued to Berlin 2,070853 of February 16, 1937, 
is separated into these two parts and the bellows 
sectionismounted upon the plate-likemember 81 
and the keyboard section is mounted upon the 
framework of the device. The bellows Section is 
shown thus mounted in Figures 1, 2, 4 and 5. 
Only so much of the accordion mechanism is 
showmasisnecessary foran understanding of the 
device and its use. 
The keyboard section is indicated generally by 

the numeral 40. It includes a reed box 4. To 
prewent damage to the reeds, the reed box may 
be provided, with a perforated metallic screen 42 
which, when the accordion is separated into 
parts, prewents damage to the reeds. The pins 
39 pass through flanges 43 on the reed box, and 
the latches 29 passalso, through Suitable flanges 
on the reed box. This condition is shown in 
Figure 1 in detail. The keyboard position is 
therefore supported in the framework of Figure 3 
and may beplayed by the right hand of the opera- : 
tor in the Conventional Inanner. 
The bellows section of the accordion is desig 

nated general?y by the numeral 44 and it is Se 
cured to the platelike member 3 i by screws 45, 
orotherwise. These screws pass through suitable 
perforations or openings in the member 3 and 
engage members 46 which form a part of the 
framework of the standard bellows Section. The 
bellows isthus supported at the left of the player 
and may be mounted and used in the customary 
manner. The ordinary or standard accordion is normally 
divisible into two sections which form, in effect, 
units and may be separated or joined together at 
the will of the player. Ordinarily for playing 
they arejoined together and the accordionis Sup 
ported by the player and used as a unit. When 
the accordion is to be used as shown, these two 
sections are separated and the bellows Section is 
placed upon and secured to the member 31, while 
the keyboard section is placed upon the general 
framework ShOWI. 

Airtight; joints are provided So that air When 
drawn into the bellows section is discharged 
through the connection 25 and the air chamber 
23 to the reed box of the keyboard Section. The 
accordion in this position is supported entirely 
by the device shown, but is played in the conven 
tionalmanner, the right hand playing the keys of 
the keyboard section and the left hand operating 
the bellows and playing the keys of the bellows 
Section. 

Although, I have shown an Operative form of my 
inwention, it will be recognized thatmany changes 
in the form, shape and arrangement of parts can 
be made without departing from the Spirit of the 
invention, and my showing is therefore to be 
takenas, ina sense, diagrammatic. 
The use and operation of this invention are as 

fOlloWS: 
Touse the device of this invention, the standard 

accordion is separated into its two main Sections 
and the keyboard Section is Secured to the main 
framework by the pins 30 and the latches 29, Or 
by any suitable means which will holdit into air 
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4 
tight contact with the chamber formed by the 
members | 5, 6, 7, 8 and f9. 
The bellows section is secured to the member 

3 by screws 45 orby any suitable meansfor hold 
ingitinairtight contact and communication With 
the passage defined by the plate 34, the members 
38, 39, 25 and 23. The accordion, when thus se 
cured to the device, is in position and condition 
for playing. 
The operator may sit on the bench orchair 5 or 

otherwise Support hinself, and he is then free to 
play the accordion in the conventional manner, 
playing upon the keys of the keyboard section 
with his right hand and operating the bellows and 
playing upon the bass keys of the bellows Section 
With hislefthand. 
Iclaim: 
1. In combination with a standard accordion 

comprising a keyboard section and a separable 
bellows Section, means for supporting the two 
sections separately in playing relation, compris 
ing members adapted to support the bellows Sec 
tion and to providea path for air from the bellows 
section, and a member to support the keyboard 
section and including conduit means providing a 
path for air moving from the bellows Section to 
the keyboard Section. 

2. In combination with a standard accordion 
comprising a keyboard section and a separable 
belows Section, means for supporting the two 
sections separately in playing relation, comprising 
members adapted removably to support the bel 
lows Section and to prowide a path for air from 
the bellows Section, and a member removably to 

5 support the keyboard section and including con 
duit means prowiding a path for air moving from 
the bellows Section to the keyboard Section. 

3. In combination with a standard accordion 
comprising a keyboard Section and a separable 
bellows Section, means for Supporting the two 
sections separately in playing relation, comprising 
members adapted to support the bellows Section 
and to prowide a path for air from the bellows 
section, and means removably to Support the key 

5 board Section and including conduit means pro 
widing a path for air moving from the bellows 
Section to the keyboard Section, Said bellows Sec 
tion Supporting members including means for 
maintaining said supporting members and Said 
keyboard section Supporting member in fixed re 
lation With reSpect to each other. 

4. In combination With an accordion adapted to 
be Separated into keyboard and bellows asSem 
blies, means for supporting the assemblies while 
separated, said supporting means including a 
member adapted to Support the keyboard as 
sembly, and a separate member adapted to Sup 
port the bellows assembly, said members defining 
air passages from the bellows assembly to the 
keyboard assembly, the belloWS-Supporting as 
emb?y being positioned to the left of a player 
positioned in playing position With respect to the 
keyboard assembly, Whereby the accordion as 
semblies are in position for normal playing When 

5 Supported. 
5: As a new article of manufacture, a support 

ing device for Supporting the separated keyboard 
and belloWS assembies of a Standard accordion, 
Said Supporting device including memberS defin 
ing a Space adapted removably to receive a key 
board assembly for playing with the right hand 
and including separate means for receiving and 
supporting the bellows assembly in position to be 
played by the left hand of a player positioned in 
playing position with respect to the keyboard sec 
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tion, said means defining air passages from the 
bellows assembly to the keyboard assembly. 

6. In combination with a standard accordion 
comprising a keyboard section and a separable 
bellows section, means for supporting the two 
sections in playing relation while separated, com 
prising members adapted to support the bellows 
Section and to prowide a path for air from the 
bellows Section, and a member to support the key 
board Section and to provide a path for air moW 
ing from the bellows section to the keyboard sec 
tion, and player Supporting means for using the 
Weight of a player to hold the accordion Support 
ing means operatively connected to one of Said 
members in fixed position. 

7. Im combination with a standard accordion 
comprising a keyboard Section and a separable 
bellows Section, means for supporting the two 
sections in playing relation while separated, com 
prising members adapted removably to Support 
the bellows Section and to prowide a path for air 
from the bellows Section, and a member to sup 
port the keyboard Section and to prowide a path 
for air moving from the belloWS Section to the 
keyboard Section, and player Supporting means : 
operatively Connected to one of Said members for 
using the Weight of a player to hold the accordion 
Supporting means in fixed position. 

8. In Combination With a standard accordion 
comprising a keyboard Section and a separable 
bellows Section, means for Supporting the two 
sections in playing relation while separated, com 
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prising members adapted to Support the belloWS 
Section and to prowide a path for air from the 
bellows section, and means removably to support 
the keyboard Section and to prowide a path for air 
moving from the bellows Section to the keyboard 
section, and player supporting means operatively 
connected to the Support member for Said key 
board Section for using the weight of a player to 
hold the accordion Supporting means in fixed 
position, Said bellows Section Supporting members 
including means for maintaining Said Supporting 
members and Said keyboard section supporting 
means in fixed relation With respect to each other. 

VICTOR DALDEGAN. 
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